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An appreciable reduction of the metal Impurity lnf lux and a

decrease In SOL plasma parameter disturbance occure during ICRF

heating In some tokamaks when toroidally adjacent antennae are

driven In anti-phase. The model experiments carried out on a

straight plasma device have shown the dlpole phasing effects to be

due, at least partially, to the compensation of the plasma

potential which Is induced by the electrostatic field of the

antenna and gives rise to accelerated Ion fluxes to the boundary.

Also cancelled are low-frequency electric field fluctuations

arising in the sheaths and the associated charged particle flux

fluctuations.

7 figs., 24 rfs.
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В ряде токамаков при ионном циклотронном нагреве плазмы проис-

ходит заметное снижение притока примесей с поверхностей и ослабле-

ние возмущения параметров плазмы в тени лимитера при запитывании

сооедних в тороидальном направлении антенн в противофазе В модель-

ных экспериментах, выполненных на прямой установке, показано, что

эффект противофазного включения по крайней мере частично обусловлен

компенсацией потенциала плазмы, который наводится электростатическим

полем антенны и под действием которого развиваются потоки ускоренных

ионов на поверхности. Одновременно подавляются также низкочастотные

флуктуации электрического поля в приэлектродных слоях и связанные

с этими флуктуациями токи заряженных частиц на поверхности.

Рис. ?, список лит- - 24 назв.
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1.INTRODUCTION

It is shown (see, e.g., (1,2}) that IGRF plasma heating In
tokamaks and stellaratora is accompanied by an enhanced impurity
release from walls, llmiters and antennae. Moreover, an
uncontrolled density rise together with radial density and
electron temperature profile modifications are observed in the SOL
plasma. These effects however have been considerably reduced in
the ЛТ-2М [31, JET [4], TEXTOR 151, JT-6O 161, TFTR [7) tokamaks
by driving toroldally adjacent antennae 180° out or phase, so, in
particular, the excitation of k,=O modes was eliminated.

Initially, it was customary to attribute the dipole antenna
driving effect by suppression of long wavelength (k»«0)) co-axial
and/or surface mode excitation, the modes being supposed to be
generated in the edge plasma by the antenna and be responsible for
electron heating [8]. In the present paper, not denying the
possibility of the surface and co-axial mode effects, we shall
consider another mechanism which eventually results in an enhanced
impurity release from the boundaries, and whose manifestation also
depends on the phase difference between current oscillations in
the adjacent elements of the antenna device. $

Consider first a single antenna to coupls RP power to the J
plasma at a frequency of ш ч ^ (this consideration is also valid j,
for Alfven range of frequencies, u « WR-I)- Such an antenna is /

installed in the SOL plasma and represents typically a poloidally I
extended conductor with RP current (in the TEXTOR tokamak a r
similar antenna was also used as a currentless electrode [9]). [
Because of a finite reactance of the antenna there Is always an
electrostatic field associated with It 110]. In the absence of the
electrostatic shield (Faraday screen) or because of Its
imperfection, the electrostatic field will induce a potential in
the plasma [11]. By virtue of the rectification effect [12] this
potential generally has the form

where Ф
о
> О Is a d.c. component, Ф are regular pulsations

recurring at а ш frequency, their amplitude being comparable with
Ф

о
. We assume that for the antenna voltage amplitude U, the



characteristic time of this voltage variation of', the SOL plasma
density n, and the electron temperature T

e
, the following

relations are satisfied [111:

uf
1
 » ujjj, eU » T

e
, L » в, (2)

where 0л'(и/4теп)
1/2
, L Is the distance scale between the antenna

and the location of the magnetic force line outlet to the wall or

the llmiter, the line going through or nearby the antenna. Then,
the potential distribution Is uniform along the magnetic force
line at any morcent of time. The uniformity breaks In the sheaths
near the antenna and the walls, where a drop (or a rise) of the
potential occurs and a charge particle flux to the boundary
develops. With a time structure of type (1) the frequency spectrum
of the potential contains higher ш haimonlcs И З ) . Electric field
oscillations at w and Its harmonics In the SOL plasma may exhibit
a parametric instability (see the review ИЗ) with references
cited there, and also the experimental works [6,73,15-173). This
may cause a heating of the SOL plasma and an additional growth of
energetic ion fluxes to the boundary.

Let us consider in more detail the processes occurring in the
region of the SOL plasma where the magnetic force lines do not
intersect the antenna. The process of potential Induction In this
region is determined by a radial displacement of charged particles
under the antenna. A space charge resulting from this displacement
is neutralized by the electrons which travel freely along the
magnetic force lines [11]. As a result, the charge motion gives
rise to the foxmation of sheaths near the antenna surface and the
areas of the liner and limiter surfaces which are crossed by the
force lines considered. The non-compensated charges are localized
in the sheaths and thereby support a non-zero potential in the
quasi-neutral plasma with accelerated charged oarticles going
through the sheaths to the boundaries.

Now let another identical antenna be installed near the
considered one in the magnetic field direction and at the same
minor radius, with RF oscillations being excited in anti-phase.
Then, a positive charge induced in the plasma under one antenna is
neutralised by the electrons moving along the magnetic force lines
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towards this antenna from the negative charge region under the
other antenna and vice versa. If the plasma density In the region
of the antenna location Is sufficiently high for the time of
longitudinal potential equalization by electrons to be much less
than uf1, then the effect of charge compensation should not depend
on the distance between the antennae. Accordingly, In a SOL plasma
region pierced by the magnetic force lines going nearby the
antenna, no potential of (1) type will be Induced with dlpole
antenna driving. Hence, no charged particle fluxes to the boundary
or other processes associated with the potential, will occur
(profile modifications, parametric instability, etc.).

The effect of potential (1) compensation in a SOL plasma as a
result of anti-phase antenna driving is demonstrated by model
experiments described below.

2.EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

A schematic view of the experimental setup is shown in fig.1.
The plasma was produced by a pulsed PIG-type source In a straight
glass tube, 5.6 cm in Inner diameter. Hydrogen at ~icT 3 Torr was
used as an operating gas. The distance between grounded butt-end
electrodes was 88 cm. A ring-shaped anode was installed near one
of the butt-end electrodes. The longitudinal uniform magnetic
field strength was B=3 kG. All measurements were carried out In
the afterglow plasma, its density being several units 1013 cm"3 at
the end of the discharge current pulse, the density decay time
being ~ 300 us.

Plasma potential disturbance was produced by HP voltage
applied to any of the two types of paired exciting electrodes. One
type of the electrodes (currentless ones) was formed by two
Identical rings embracing the discharge tube (see fig.1). Two
electrodes of the other type were 4-turn coils, each 6 cm long,
embracing the tube and differing in the winding direction. A
shock-excited LC-circuit (self-frequency ~ 2 MHz) with two
symmetrical voltage leads or a steady-state valve generator (1-8
MHz) with a symmetrical output were used as RF voltage sources. In
some characteristics, the system under consideration simulated a
SOL plasma under RF heating conditions.Thus, the butt-end

electrodes served as llmiters while the electrostatic effect of
3
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Flg.1. Scfteinatlc view ol the oxt'-riiriontal device: (1) glass tube;
(2) butt-end electrodes; (3) anode; (4) exciting electrodes; (5,6)
capacltlve probes; (7,8) Charged particle analyzers; (9)
shock-excited circuit; (10) RF generator.

a

Plg.2. (a) exciting electrode voltage, (b) plasma potential,
(c) particle current to the butt-end electrode, (d) particle

3
l c

current to the side wall. Density 2xio12 cm"3

Maximal RF voltage amplitude 4
about 1 kV. 1 |j,s/div.

kV. Maximal
Frequency 1.7 «Hz.

potential amplitude



the antenna on the plasma was realized via cuiTentless ring-shaped
electrodes, ir however the colls were used as exciting electrodes,
both potential oscillations and an RF magnetic field were excited
in the plasma, as this happens Hi reality when a fast magnetosonlc
wave is generated In a tokamak or a stellarator.

The radially averaged plasma density was measured by an 8 mm
interferometer. The plasma potential was recorded by capaeitlve
probes (see, e.g., [18]). The outer diameter of the probe
isolating envelope (glass tube) was 6 mm, the self-capacity of the
probe being ~ 3 pP. One of the probes was introduced into the
plasma through a hole in the butt-end electrode at a 1.5 cm
radius, while the other probe was moved radially in the discharge
tubs cross-section at 36 cm away from the butt-end electrode. The
longitudinal component of the HP magnetic field excited by the
coils was measured by an HP magnetic probe. This probe could also
be introduced through the butt-end electrode (instead of the
capacitive probe) and be moved parallel to the axis. The charged
particle iluies to the boundaries, arising under the action of the
plasma potential, were detected by small electrostatic analyzers.
The analyzer was a plane 4 mm diameter collector aligned normally
to the predicted particle flux direction. The collector was
protected from external electric fields by a grounded, 0.1 mm
thick, screen with 0.1 mm holes to adroit the particles, the
distance between the collector and the screen being 1 ran. One of
the analyzers was Installed on the discharge tube inner wall (side
wall) level to record a radial flux of charged particles. Another
analyzer was mounted on a butt-end electrode at a radius of 1.5 cm
to measure the particle flux bombarding the electrode surface.

3.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig.2 shows the oscillograms of the exciting electrode
voltage (a), the plasma potential (b) and charged particle
currents to the analyzers mounted on the butt-end electrode (c)
and on the side wall (d). The shock-excited circuit was used as a
voltage source; the two ring-shaped exciting electrodes were
driven In phase. The highest RF voltags amplitude was 4. kV. The
plasma density at the moment of the RF source switch on was 2x101^
cm"3.



In fig.2b the effect or rectification Is well seen (of. time
dependences of the plasma potential computed in ref.M9i). The
greatest value of the d.c. plasma potential component, was about 1
kV. At any moment during RP pulse the longitudinal potential
distribution as measured by the capacltive probe introduced
through the butt-end electrode was uniform within the length ol
the plasma column with the exception of narrow (less than 1 cm)
sheaths near the butt-end electrodes (fig.4) where the potential
dropped to its zero vaiue. The uniformity of the longitudinal
distribution depended neither on the distance between the exciting
electrodes, nor on the distance between the exciting eluctrode and
the butt-end electrode. This was a manifestation of time smallness
Гог the potential equalisation along magnetic force lines at the
expense of electron motion as compared with the characteristic
potential disturbance time of

1
 'see (2)].

In accordance with the driving voltage sign, electrons and.
ions alternately come to the analyzer mounted on the butt-end
electrode (fig.2c). In this case, as It can be seen in fig.2c

v

the electron and ion currents averaged over the oscillation period
are comparable in their values throughout an appreciable part of
the RF pulse. This is the manifestation of the fact that the d.c.
potential Ф„ is an amblpolar one which tends to equalize electron
and ion currents driven to the electrode by an externally
generated alternating electric field at a large difference between
electron and ion mobilities.

The analyzer installed on the side wall records the ions,
their total current consisting of a steady-state component and
superimposed regular pulsations at a frequency of ш (fig.2d; cf.
figs.2c and 2d with the time dependences or the electron and ion
fluxes in refs.[15,203).

When the exciting electrodes are connected to the
shock-excited circuit in anti-phase (fig.3a), a practically
complete compensation of the potential Induced in the plasma
occurs, in full agreement with the considerations set forth In
INTRODUCTION (fig.3b). Accordingly, no ion and electron currents
are detected on the butt-end electrode (fig.3c) and the side wall
(llg.3d).

An important feature or the present system plasma-electrodes
-magnetic field is a complete insensitivity of the compensation
effect to a relative position of the exciting electrodes when they
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Flg.3. The same signals аз In fig.2 at the
driven m aiitl-phase. RP voltages applied to
are drown by solid and dashed lines.

exciting electrodes
the electrodes (a)
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Fig.4. Longitudinal plasma potential distribution. Density
"

3
 Distance is counted from the butt-end electrode. The

2110
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cm ". Distance is counxea irom xne Duxx-ena e±ecxroae. тпе shaded
area shows the position ot the exciting electrode. The dashed line
represents capacitive probe signal In the absence of plasma.



are not axlally symmetrical and hence, can ba Installed on
different magnetic force lines. In particular, if the exciting
electrodes are made as half-rings, the total compensation of the
plasma potential with charged particle currents te the boundaries
cancelled is observed under anti-phase driving conditions even if
one of the exciting electrodes is turned by a certain angle around
the tube with respect to the other electrode. This can be
explained by the Tact that any (slow enough) potential
disturbance, nonuniform across the magnetic field, results in
electron currents along the magnetic force lines. These currents
are then short-circuited through the butt-end electrodes thereby
taking off the transverse potential gradient. The existence of the
transverse potential equalisation effect is illustrated by fig.5.
Here the distance between the half-ring exciting electrode and the
discharge tube cross-section, where the radial potential
distribution was measured is 20 cm. It is evident from fig.5 that
the trapezoidal profile of the potential does not depend on the
position of the exciting electrode with respect to the radial
direction along which the capacitive probe was moved.

Fig.6 depicts the longitudinal distributions of signals taken
from the capacitive and magnetic probes when the coils were used
as exciting electrodes. In the top of fig.6 it is shown in what
way the coils were connected In the shock-excited circuit to
generate both the magnetic field and potential oscillations either
In phase i.left column) or- In anti-phase (right column).
Irrespective ••:.•? the way of coil feeding, the longitudinal
distributions or ui? Hi' magnetic field amplitude are similar in
their shape and magnitude Tor both with and without plasma
(fig.6a). Under "monopole" driving conditions the coil-generated
plasma potential oscillations are similar to those shown in
fig.2b, while their longitudinal amplitude distribution (flg.6c,
left column) is similar to that shown in flg.4. When the coils are
"dipole" driven, the amplitude of the potential oscillations
(fig.6c, right column) is at least by an order of magnitude
smaller (at the same RF voltage on the coils as in the "monopole"
case).

When a continuous RF voltage was applied to one of the
exciting electrodes (its amplitude could attain 2 kV) or to both
electrodes in phase, all the effects discussed above, viz., a
positive plasma potential with pulsations at the и frequency
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cm
Fig.5. Radial plasma potential distributions with a
half-ring-shaped electrode used. Positions 1 (circles) and 2
(triangles) of the exciting electrode with respect to the radial
direction of the capacltlve probe motion (dashed lire) are shown.
The shaded area shows the position of the wall.
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Pig.6. RF magnetic field amplitude (a), capacltlve probe signal
amplitude In the absence or the plasma (b) and the amplitude of
plasma potential pulsations (c) as functions of the distance to
the butt-end electrode. Left column: the colls are driven In
phase; right column: in anti-phase. Shaded areas show the
positions of the coils. Density 10

1 2
 cm"

2
. All quantities are

plotted in relative units. „
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Fig. 7. Capacitive probe signals In (10-100) kHz frequency Dane!
(upper traces) and corresponding particle current fluctuations
recorded by the butt-end analyzer (a) and by the side wall
analyzer (b). Plasma density changes from 2x10
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superimposed, electron and Ion currents to the butt-end electrode
and the side wall, were persisted. Also, confirmed were the
effects of plasma potential compensation and cessation or charged
particle currents to the boundaries when the exciting electroaes
were driven In anti-phase.

A new phenomenon observed In the continuous RF generation
conditions is the low-frequency (from several kiloherlz to ~ юи
kHz) fluctuations of the plasma potential occurring with the
exciting electrodes driven in phase (see upper traces in tlg.l).
In the order of magnitude, the level of these fluctuations is 1O~

2

of the d.c. potential level. Moreover, it appears, that the
signals taken in the low-frequency region from the two capacitlve
ргоЬез are identical irrespective cf the position of the
longitudinally moved probe in the bulk plasma. This means that
similarly to the main potential the potential fluctuations are
distributed uniformly over the bulk plasma.Hence, the fluctuations
are caused by some small-scale instability arising in plasma
boundary layers. This conclusion is confirmed by a smaller
correlation between the potential fluctuations and fluctuations of
charged particles currents to the butt-end electrode (fig.7a) and
to the side wall (fig.7b) as compared with an absolute correlation
between the signals taken from the capacitive probes. When the
exciting electrodes ars driven in anti-phase, no low-frequency
activity in the potential and the charged particle currents is
observed.

10



4.DISCUSSION

The model experiments confirm the jde.* that an enhanced
Impurity influx from the boundaries during ICRF (and Alfvon)
healing is dus to, at least partially, the interaction of
energetic ions with the surface, the ions being accelerated in
the ahsaths formed as the potential is induced in ths SOL
plasma by the antenna electrostatic field. The Faraday screen must
considerably reduce the interaction of the electrostatic field
with the plasma [21]. But, as has been shown by numerical
simulation technique (19,201 and experiments Г22Э on the JET
tokamak, a d.c. potential component and the associated energetic
ion fluxes to the boundaries may also be caused by an inductive
component of the antenna-generated electric field, the latter is

induced in the Faraday screen slits, and between screen elements
and the antenna protective tiles and the liner.

It follows from the irodel experiments that this mechanism or
Impurity production can affectively be suppressed by compensation
of the potential induced along those magnetic force lines which go
by the antenna device (not Intersecting it) and reach a boundary.
To put this into practice, a system of auxiliary currentless
electrodes can be used 1231 with RF voltage applied in anti-phase
with the antenna voltage. An alternative here Is an antenna array
composed of an even number of identical toroidally mounted
pololdal antennae, RF voltages on the adjacent antennae being in
anti-phase [243. in fact, the latter idea has been realized
completely or partially In C3-7]. In [23,241, to attain a complete
potential compensation, it was suggested to shift poloidally the
compensating electrodes or the antennae so that all the elements
bearing the same potential should be aligned along the same
magnetic force line. But, as it follows from the model
experiments, instead of pololdal displacement of the antennae it
is sufficient to install a conducting surface across the magnetic
force lines going nearby the antenna device. With this, the
potential induced In the plasma will be poloidally uniform despite
the fact that the antenna voltage generally depends on the minor
asimuth. Therefore, the potential compensation along the magnetic
force lines going nearby the antenna should take place even If the
antennae are not aligned along the local magnetic field. Probably,
in those tokamaks, where a reduction of the Impurity influx was



observed under the dlpole driving conditions, the protective
antenna tiles made of grapnite could serve as a conducting surface
mentioned above.

Naturally, the SOL plasma potential reduction attained due to
anti-phase antenna feeding does not eliminate the potential drop
between the antenna (Faraday screen) and the adjacent plasma and
hence, the energetic Ion bombardment of the antenna surface does
not cease. Yet, as was concluded from ICRF heating experiments or.
JET (4], at anti-phase antenna driving, the SOL plasma parameters,
such as density, radial density and electron temperature profiles
remain unperturbed. That Is why, to the authors of [4] opinion,
the metal impurity flux from the antenna penetrates ths
confinement volume in smaller amounts compared to the ln-phase
driving case.

A further study is necessary to find out the nature of the
low-frequency small-scale electrostatic turbulence occuring In the
sheaths at anti-phase feeding of the exciting electrodes. This
turbulence can be of certain Interest, as the potential and
charged particle current fluctuations caused by It have the same
characteristic frequencies as those observed In all tokamaks and
btellarators. Including ICRF heating conditions (see, e.g., [17]).

The authors are Indebted to Mrs. L.F.Prokopchuk for thorough
correction of che English version of the manuscript.
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